shown that a full characterization of vergence requires incorporation of its torsional component. The latter has a proportional relationship with horizontal vergence and elevation, causing the eyes to have intorsion in near upgaze but extorsion in near downgaze. In this study, we focus on the dynamical implementation of the torsional vergence component in both pure vergence and combined direction-depth binocular eye movements. We report on experiments in five subjects whose eye movements were recorded binocularly with the 3D magnetic search-coil technique. In pure vergence movements at a given elevation, torsional vergence increased with almost the same time course as horizontal vergence. In addition, the dynamic relationships among torsional vergence, horizontal vergence and elevation were close to static results in all subjects. In combined direction-depth movements a similar relationship held for the complete movements, but we could not firmly establish a straight-line relationship during the saccadic portion of the movement. Possible factors determining these responses are discussed. We computed the angular Velocity profiles of pure vergence movements to see how tilting of the vergence angular velocity axis relative to Listing's plane generates torsional vergence. It is widely held that both saccadic and vergence movements are controlled by dedicated pulse generators specifying velocity signals. Little thought has been given to the question of how these controllers can be coordinated to yield realistic eye movements in 3r|. Our finding that this tilt was close to full-angle, suggests a model in which version and vergence velocity signals are combined before the 3D neural integrator proposed by Tweed and Vilis. The implications of this scheme for the control of binocular eye movements in three dimensions are discussed, along with possible neural correlates.
INTRODUCTION
The introduction of the three-dimensional (3D) searchcoil technique (Ferman, Collewijn, Jansen & Van den Berg, 1987) has led to a variety of studies on the 3D control of eye movements. Initially, these studies concentrated on the control of the eyes in far vision and established the validity of Listing's law in oculomotor behaviours like fixation, saccades and smooth pursuit. Recently, several studies on the binocular control of eye movements have focused on the deviations from Listing's law in near vision (Mok, Ro, Cadera, Crawford & Vilis, 1992; Van Rijn & Van den Berg, 1993; Minken & Van Gisbergen, 1994.) . Although the results show quantitative differences, all three studies agree that vergence has a torsional component that has a propor- tional relationship with horizontal vergence and depends linearly on the elevation of gaze. The focus of attention in the Mok et al. (1992) study was on the torsional deviations induced during a nearby vertical saccade that persisted in the post-saccadic fixational period. Van Rijn and Van den Berg (1993) concentrated on fixations in near vision without specifically considering the precise trajectory to the near fixation point. Minken and Van Gisbergen (1994) looked at the static torsional deviations from Listing's law induced by a vergence movement without a simultaneous conjugate component. In the present paper we will concentrate on dynamic aspects in an attempt to clarify possible underlying mechanisms. Mays, Zhang, Thorstad and Gamlin (1991) showed that the activity of trochlear nucleus neurons, which innervate the superior oblique, contains a component that depends on elevation and convergence. Their study strongly suggests that this aspect of superior oblique innervation is responsible for the cyclovergence accompanying horizontal vergence. 853 854 A.W.H. MINKEN and J. A. M. VAN GISBERGEN Zee, Fitzgibbon and Optican (1992) proposed a 1D model to account for dynamical interactions between the vergence and saccadic system in the horizontal plane. In their proposal, both the vergence and the saccadic system have a similar scheme for the generation of a pulse-slidestep signal that drives the motoneurons. The pulse-slidestep signals from both systems are linearly superimposed at the level of the motoneurons. It is thought that the two systems do not function fully independently, since they are coupled by common inhibitory input from omnidirectional pause neurons which may account, at least partly, for saccadic vergence facilitation. This phenomenon entails that vergence velocity is enhanced during saccades (Enright, 1984; Erkelens, Steinman & Collewijn, 1989; Zee et al., 1992) . The scheme is capable of implementing the dynamical interactions that have been noticed in the horizontal plane, For a thorough explanation we recommend the article by Zee et al. (1992) where this model is introduced and evaluated.
Not surprisingly, the extension of this model to 3D binocular eye movements is far from trivial. Mok et al. (1992) argued that in three dimensions, linear addition of version and vergence position command signals at the level of the motoneurons is not adequate for the description of saccadic movements in near vision. Unlike the situation in far vision, a vertical saccade in near vision causes an opposite torsional change (cyclovergence) in the two eyes. Thus, the saccadic step signal that is adequate for holding the eyes stable after a far vision vertical saccade will not suffice in the presence of a vergence signal. They showed that this problem can be solved by assuming a nonlinear combination of horizontal vergence and saccadic position signals. While a linear scheme correctly introduces torsional vergence during a saccade, it would also cause post-saccadic torsional drift back to Listing's plane which was not observed in the data. The nonlinear scheme, by contrast, is capable of stabilizing the eyes in the new torsional position reached at the end of the saccade. It seems reasonable to conclude from the analysis of Mok et al. (1992) that a nonlinear interaction between vergence and saccadic control signals is required. As we will show in the Discussion, it does not follow necessarily that this interaction should occur at the level of position signals as Mok et al. (1992) suggested.
In this paper we compare the dynamic properties of torsional vergence in pure vergence movements with the static results we obtained earlier (Minken & Van Gisbergen, 1994) . We also provide data about the dynamic behaviour of cyclovergence in combined direction-depth eye movements. In this latter paradigm we also investigated the possibility of coupled timing suggested by the common omnidirectional pause neuron input in the Zee et al. (1992) model. Evidence for a velocity coding stage in both saccadic and vergence movements has been given by Mays, Porter, Gamlin and Tello (1986) and this idea of saccadic and vergence pulse generators is a key concept in the Zee et al. (1992) model. Extension of this concept to three dimensions raises new questions about the control of the angular velocity axis which, so far, has been studied mainly in version movements (see Tweed & Vilis, 1987) . Therefore, we have looked at binocular angular velocity signals in the case of pure vergence movements. In the Discussion, we will propose a model which incorporates the control of angular velocity signals in saccadic and vergence eye movements. This model contains a proposal on how addition of these angular velocity signals can account for the crosscoupling required for the maintenance of stable torsional eye positions in near vision (Mok et al., 1992) . The nonlinear crosscoupling properties of the 3D noncommutative neural integrator proposed by Tweed and Vilis (1987) , which is part of our model, yield the same holding signals as the Mok et al. (1992) model without requiring a separate position interaction stage.
METHODS

Subjects
Five male volunteers, aged between 24 and 30 yr participated in the experiments; none of them showed any sign of oculomotor or any other motor-deficit or pathology. In all subjects movements of the two eyes were measured simultaneously. Two subjects who needed correction wore their contact lenses during the experiments.
The head was stabilized comfortably in a natural upright position with a chin-rest and a tight head-support. No special effort was made to standardize head position from session to session. Vision was binocular. Session durations were limited to 45 mins.
Experiments
Light emitting diodes (LEDs), arranged in two flat planes at approx. 20 and 120 cm and superposed by the use of a half-silvered mirror, were used to elicit changes in the point of binocular fixation:
• Between LEDs in the far frontal-parallel plane to generate saccades.
• From a point on the far plane to a corresponding point on the near plane to provoke a convergence movement of about 20 deg. These stimulus pairs were aligned for the so-called cyclopean eye.
• Between non-corresponding points to elicit combined version-vergence eye movements. In these stimuli the LED position was changed in direction and depth. The required version movements ranged in size from about 25 to 50 deg.
Calibration procedures
Raw eye position signals were calibrated using the procedure extensively described by Hess, Van Opstal, Straumann and Hepp (1992) , which will be briefly recapitulated here (see also Minken, Van Opstal & Van Gisbergen, 1993) . First, the sensitivity of the coils and their mutual geometrical arrangement was determined in a precalibration session using a gimbal system. Then, in the in situ calibration experiment, the subject fixated 11 Like the widely used descriptian of eye positions with monocular rotation vectors (Haustein, 1989) , binocular rotation vectors provide a formal description which does not claim a physiological basis. For further explanation and justification see Minken et al. (1995) .
different vertically arranged targets presented in the midsagittal plane of the measured eye. This procedure yields the orientation of the coils, with respect to the magnetic fields, when the subject lLxates the reference position. Using the precalibration results, it is then possible to express any non-reference position of the dual search coil as a single axis rotation that transforms the reference coil orientation into the present orientation. It should be noticed that, in this way, misalignments between the coil direction vector and the visual axis, which are unavoidable, are fully taken into account. A right-handed, head-fixed, cartesian coordinate system (X-axis forward, Y-axis leftward and Z-axis upward) was used to describe 3D eye positions as rotations from a reference position (the origin of this coordinate system) to the current position. Each rotation is characterized by a unitary rotation axis (~ and the amount of rotation about this axis (p) and was described by a rotation vector (Haustein, 1989 ) defined by 7 = (rx, ry, r~) = tan (p/2). ~.
(1)
In this frame of reference the X-component of the rotation vector indicates a torsional eye position, while the Y-and Z-components specify vertical and horizontal eye position, respectively. In this format, Listing's law takes a simple mathematical form (rx = 0) once the reference position has been aligned with the primary position. Alignment of the reference position of the coordinate system with the primary position of the subject was obtained using a procedure fully described in Minken et al. (1993) which is very similar to that described by Tweed et al. (1990) .
Computation of conjugate and vergence contributions to eye position signals
Before the eye position signals were decomposed into conjugate and vergence contributions, we expressed them as rotation vectors relative to a reference position which was common to the two eyes. This common reference position will be denoted as the binocular primary position. We defined the binocular primary position as the mean of the left and right eye primary positions (see Minken & Van Gisbergen, 1994 for details).
We define the vergence signal underlying the difference in the 3D positions of the two eyes as the rotational difference between the right and the left eye position vector. The conjugate signal is then computed from the vergence and the rotation vectors of the eyes (Minken, Gielen & Van Gisbergen, 1995) . In this descriptive system, left and right eye positions are conceived as the result of two sequential binocular rotations from a common reference position. The first rotation (c--') specifies the conjugate contribution to binocular eye position while the second (2) characterizes their vergence state in three dimensions (Fig. 1) . As rotations in 3D do not commute, the order of the rotations is relevant. For justification and theoretical background we referred to Minken et al. (1995) and Minken and Van Gisbergen (1994) .
When we applied this decomposition of left and right eye position into conjugate and vergence contributions to an eye movement that was elicited by a target step from far left-down to near right-above, we obtained the signals shown in Fig. 2 .
Computation of predicted cyclovergence
Earlier work in three groups (Mok et al., 1992; Van Rijn & Van Den Berg, 1993; Minken & Van Gisbergen, 1994) suggests that the relation of torsional vergence (T, the first component of~) and horizontal vergence (H, the third component of d) with elevation (E, the second 
AT=a.(E+!).AH
This equation has been used to predict the change in torsional vergence from its initial value during the peripheral fixation on the far plane, just before the start of the vergence movement. This differs from Minken and Van Gisbergen (1994) where we took the change relative to the far central LED fixation. The present convention led to slightly smaller slope (a) values than in our previous paper (Minken & Van Gisbergen, 1994) . Slope values (mean and SD) for five subjects were 1.77 4-0.19 in this paper (see Table 1 ) and 2.19 -4-0.23 in the previous paper. (1992) which accounts for the non-commutative properties of rotations in three dimensions. The angular velocity signals were represented by triangular pulses. The precise waveform affects the time course of the resulting eye movement, but has no consequence for the torsion behaviour during, and at the end of, the movement which concerns us here. To displace a given eye by an equal amount in either a saccadic or a vergence movement, the vergence velocity signal had twice the duration (200 msec) of the saccadic but the same total area. No attempt was made to include a slide component in the (3) signal driving the plant. The direct path from the pulsegenerator to the motoneurons had a gain (G) of 0.15 in both the version and the vergence channel. vergence change (A/-/) depends on elevation (El. In general, this ratio (--~) was not too far from the relationship --~=2"E predicted by the Mok et al. (1992) model. Since we compared the components of the overall vergence movement, the description in the previous paper concerned only static characteristics. In order to gain information about the dynamical relationship between torsional and horizontal vergence in Prediction parameters were fc,und by applying equation (3) as explained in Methods. The slope values computed in the static case were used to predict dynamic data from the same subject throughout this paper, except in Fig. 6 . The dynamic slope was found by multiplying the static slope of a of equation (3) with the ~x of equation (4). Changes in cyclovergence and horizontal vergence were computed with respect to the fixation just before movement-onset. These dal:a show that in the course of the movement, pure vergence Jaaovements obey the static relation among cyclovergence, horizontal vergence and elevation, but with a slightly smaller slope. Definitions---Static: fit based on end-point fixations in 18 trials, Dynamic: fit between onset and offset of the pure vergence movement.
RESULTS
Dynamic-static comparison
the course of an ongoing movement, we analyzed data from all five subjects during pure vergence movements. Saccades were virtually absent or small in these convergence movements. In the simplest possible case that the static characterization applies equally well on a moment-to-moment basis in the dynamic situation, it is possible to predict the time course of torsional vergence, provided horizontal vergence and elevation are known.
To test to what extent the static description in our earlier paper also holds dynamically, we have used the best-fit static parameters to predict the dynamical performance in the same session (see Methods for details). As stated before, we define the change in torsional (AT) and horizontal vergence (AH) as the difference between the actual position and the far fixation position just before the onset of the refixation in depth.
In Fig. 3 we show left and right eye torsional and horizontal position signals from an upgaze trial, together with the vergence signals computed from them. The prediction of torsional eye position (P) is reasonably close to the data points (D).
The same trial is shown in Fig. 4 (upper panel), together with other examples, to confront our dynamical torsional vergence data with the static prediction computed on the basis of equation (3). The figure shows the prediction (P) and the actual data (D) of a pure vergence movement (subject MF) to a target step in depth at various elevations, each plotted against time (left-hand column). The prediction fits our dynamical data quite well. A plot of actual against predicted data (right-hand Table 1 . Right-hand column: XY-plot of actual cyclovergence against predicted cyclovergence. Note that in near upgaze both predicted and actual cyclovergence are negative (incyclovergenee). In downgaze both signals are positive (excyclovergence). A pure cyclovergence of 10 deg ~ 0.1 unit on the scale. column) permits a closer look at the deviations and provides a way to evaluate several trials in a single figure.
The line with a slope of 1 in these figures indicates equality of actual and predicted data. As can be seen, rather subtle differences in the time records show up very clearly in the comparison on the right-hand side. The direct comparison of the dynamical cyclovergence data from a number of different trials with the static prediction in our four remaining subjects (Fig. 5) shows that data and prediction are closely correlated, but not precisely equal. In nearly all subjects the prediction of cyclovergence is leading the actual cyclovergence. This phenomenon is expressed in the upward and downward curving trajectories. That the actual data are nevertheless very close to the prediction, can be concluded from the large R 2 values (see Table 1 ) and the fact that the slope through the data points is close to 1 in all cases. To find this best-fit line (not shown in Fig. 5 ) we fitted the equation (4) to the data. Herein, D represents the data; P is the prediction based on the static slope and offset found in equation (3) for the same subject, ~ is the slope and fl is an offset. A slope (ct) of 1 and an offset (8) of zero means that the static data could predict the dynamic values perfectly. In all subjects we found that fl was not significantly different from zero. We found 0t < 1 in all cases. This means that the cyclovergence signal is somewhat smaller during the movement than would be expected from the static fit based on the difference between the endpoint and onset fixations. In other words, the prediction would have been better if slope a in equation (3) had been slightly smaller. The a slope value that would have been optimal, termed dynamic slope, was computed by multiplying the static a value by ~t and is shown in Table 1 .
D=~.P+fl
Saccade-vergence movements. In combined directiondepth target steps the situation is more complicated than in the pure vergence case. When we analyzed the data in the same way as the pure vergence movements, we noticed that during the saccadic part of the combined
Comparison of actual and predicted cyclovergence in four subjects. Data from pure vergence movements at five elevations using the format of Fig. 4 (right-hand column). In all subject the fits are rather good. Generally, the dynamic slopes are smaller than the static slopes. In subject TD the situation is just opposite in up vision. The fit values are listed in Table 1 . movement, the actual cyc:lovergence and the predicted cyclovergence did not match as well as in the pure vergence movements. We present these data in Table 2 which shows the goodness of fit (R 2) obtained by applying equation (3). Although the R 2 values for the entire movements (fast + slow) are not as high as in the pure vergence movements (see Table 1 ), the model clearly has predictive value, particularly in subjects MF and TD. To test whether this decrease in R 2 values may be due to the presence of saccades, we made a similar analysis for two subsets of the data indicated by fast and slow in Table 2 (see legend) . Clearly the goodness of fit for the data subset containing only saccades (fast) is consistently lower than what we found for the postsaccadic movement (slow). The fit in the post-saccadic slow movement is almost as good as in the pure vergence movement (see Table 1 ). In the Discussion we will review possible reasons why the fit for saccadic data was less good than for pure vergence movements.
Binocular Donders" law. Previous studies of binocular eye movements show that Listing's law is violated in near vision (Mok et al., 1992; Van Rijn & Van den Berg, 1993; Minken & Van Gisbergen, 1994) . Models proposed by Mok et al. (1992) and Van Rijn and Van den Berg (1993) imply that instead, a binocular version of Donders' law is maintained. Validity of this principle would mean that the 3D position of the two eyes for a given fixation point in near vision is identical, irrespective of the precise way in which it was reached. To investigate this we asked subject AM to refixate a target Table 1 ). The vergence movement after saccade offset (slow) behaved quite like pure vergence, resulting in a good fit of data and prediction. In the fast part (saccades) the fits were poor, except in subject MF. Definitions--Fast + slow: fit between movement onset and vergence offset (n, the number of data points, ranged from 3744 to 5847, mean 5124); fast: fit between saccade onset and saccade offset (n ranged from 966 to 1347, mean 1159); slow: fit between saccade offset and vergence offset (n ranged from 2621 to 4892, mean 3961). along three different trajectories, all starting from the far central LED. The final target was a nearby LED, again in the midsagittal plane, in either up or near vision. In the first type of trial (A) the final target was reached by first making a far vertical saccade followed by a pure convergence movement. The second trajectory (B) relied on a pure convergence movement at level followed by a vertical saccade. Finally, in the third type of trial (C), we elicited combined saccade-vergence movements directly from the far central LED to each of the two nearby targets. In Fig. 6 (A-C) we show the results for these three different situations, together with the pooled data (D). We used the static fit derived from the pooled data as the predictor for the response in each of these various trials. Since the prediction is reasonably in line with the results from the various trials, these tests show that the torsional state of the eyes is the same, irrespective of the precise binocular trajectory to the same fixation point. Therefore, we assume that the binocular control of eye movements implements Donders' law.
The results in Fig. 6 , indicating that the static predictions may be quite good even when saccades are present in the refixation to a nearby target, seem in conflict with the regression data shown in Table 2 . In part, this may reflect the fact that in the Donders' test only midsagittal eye movements were elicited, while in the saccade-vergence data of Table 2 , the whole target range was used. When we analysed the data yielding the Table  2 results from the same subject (AM) on a trial by trial basis, we noticed that in 10 out of 18 trials the goodness of fit (R 2) was above 0.7, while the dynamic slope was between 0.5 and 2.0 times the static slope. So in individual trials, the relation of cyclovergence and horizontal vergence may be close to that found in pure vergence, also in these experiments. In the Discussion we will come back to the possible factors that caused the variability in R 2 values in our combined data.
Saccade-vergence latency coupling
The model proposed by Zee et al. (1992) suggests the possibility that the initiation of saccadic and vergence contributions in combined direction-depth movements may be controlled by a common mechanism (the pause neurons). To test this hypothesis, we looked at the latencies of saccadic and vergence components in the combined movements. In both cases we applied a velocity-acceleration criterion for the detection of movement onset and offset. This automatic procedure failed quite often in the detection of vergence movement onset, so visual inspection was necessary. To see whether indeed the two contributions to the binocular gaze shift had similar timing, we plotted the latency of the version component against the latency of the version component in Fig. 7 , where we show the pooled data from all subjects. It is clear from these data that vergence and version components in a combined task are strongly coupled. The same strong relation holds in each of the four tested subjects (see Table 3 ).
Vergence angular veloci~¢
For reasons which will[ be explained in detail below (see Discussion) the orientation of the angular velocity axes in pure vergence movements is of direct importance for understanding how cyclovergence is controlled dynamically. We show representative angular velocity data (Fig. 8) at various elevations by plotting horizontal and torsional angular vergence velocity against each other. The left-hand panels depict data from pure vergence movements while the right-hand panels show similar plots of vergence movements with a horizontal conjugate component at the same elevations. One question to be considered is whether pure vergence movements are single axis rotations just like saccades (Tweed & Vilis, 1990) . If that is the case, the amount of tilt of the angular velocity axis in these movements is of importance. Tweed and Vilis (1987) showed that saccades are single axis rotations that have half-angle tilt which ensures that Listing's law is obeyed during the movement. As can be seen in Fig. 8 , left-hand column, the situation in vergence movements is different. Although horizontal and torsional angular velocity are scaled versions of each other in first approximation, showing that the movement has a fixed axis of rotation, the tilt of the angular velocity axis clearly exceeds the half-angle tilt of saccades and is closer to full-angle tilt. Noticing that the torsional vergence in our data resembles the Mok et al. (1992) data, this is what can be predicted on theoretical grounds (see Appendix). The tilt in the pure vergence data will be an important point in modeling the control of binocular eye movements in three dimensions (see Discussion).
Another point of interest is whether the saccadic facilitation of horizontal vergence, which can be seen during saccades, is also visible in torsional vergence. When the peak velocity values in the left-and right-hand parts of Fig. 8 are compared, the saccadic facilitation of horizontal vergence in the right-hand panels is clearly visible. If the right-hand panels were simply expanded versions of the pure vergence movements (left-hand panels) one would conclude that both horizontal and torsional vergence show facilitation. This situation would occur if intra-saccadic vergence would be a single axis rotation with the same tilt as in pure vergence but executed at higher velocity. The actual data (Fig. 8) show several deviations from this idealized picture. First, the trajectory is clearly not single axis. This was found in all four subjects. Second, at peak velocity the tilt generally is less than full-angle. However, in the initial part of the movement the instantaneous tilt is often larger than in the slow movements, resulting in a fast build-up of torsion. In other trials the torsional component is smaller than expected by full-angle tilt throughout the trial, leading to less torsion than in pure vergence. Therefore, since the instantaneous ratio of torsional and horizontal vergence velocity can be below or above the ratio that is predicted out of the static data (see above), the question of whether saccadic facilitation occurs also for torsion cannot be decided conclusively. The individual trial analysis (see above) indicates, however, that saccadic facilitation of torsional vergence in the combined version-vergence movements may occur. In combined movements the latencies of saccadic and vergenee components are strongly coupled, yielding high R 2 values in each subject. Pooled data are shown in Fig. 7 . Note that pure saccade and pure vergence latencies are shorter than in the combined movements in subject EA and especially in subject AM. Definitions---Pure: latencies in pure saccadic or pure vergence movements; Combined: latencies in combined movements. Saccadic latencies were detected in the conjugate (~) signal, vergence latencies in the disjunctive (2) signal. torsional angular velocity FIGURE 8. Angular velocity signals. XY-plots of horizontal against torsional angular velocity components expressed in radians per second. Arrows denote direction in which time is running. Oblique lines denote full-angle tilt in a single-axis rotation. Lefthand column: angular velocity in pure vergence at three elevation levels, showing that these movements are close to single-axis rotations. Right-hand column: combined movements at three elevations. Note that elevations differ from those in the left-hand panels. The horizontal velocity component is clearly larger than in pure vergence, indicating saccadic facilitation of vergence. As these rotations are not single axis, it is hard to judge whether torsional vergence is also facilitated.
DISCUSSION
Dynamic implementation of cyclovergence
Earlier studies have already shown that the degree of cyclovergence in near fixations is determined by two parameters: horizontal vergence and elevation. There is general agreement that this dependence on both parameters is linear in the static situation. One of the questions addressed in this paper is: If the binocular fixation point moves from one locus to the next, will the amount of cyclovergence in transit match the local static fixation value?
Pure vergence movements. The comparison of the dynamic and static behaviour of cyclovergence in pure vergence movements suggests that cyclovergence is controlled by a moment-to-moment implementation of static control rules. The almost straight-line relationship of predicted and actual cyclovergence in pure vergence movements (see Fig. 5 ) indicates that cyclovergence and horizontal vergence are controlled by a single system that is modulated by elevation. Our analysis of angular velocity data (Fig. 8) , showing that these rotations are single axis, is compatible with this notion. Mok et al. (1992) showed already that the elevation dependence holds during a vertical near-vision saccade.
Control of cyclovergence in combined versionvergence movements.
When we analysed data from combined depth--direction refixations, the picture was different. In this case, the assertion that dynamic control follows rules derived from static situations could not be demonstrated on the basis of our recordings. We cannot determine to what extent this reflects the failure of the cyclovergence control system to keep up with parameter changes occurring at saccadic speed or to other factors, such as technical problems of accurately recording binocular eye movements in 3D, especially during saccades. However, a few remarks can be made. If the two Listing's planes are not precisely parallel, saccades in far vision (vergence zero) may cause the appearance of a cyclovergence component in the reconstructed vergence signal although the vergence control system may be completely inactive. Apart from this, it is quite probable that phenomena with a presumed peripheral origin, like saccadie transient divergence, may have corrupted our prediction~i. In such a case, equation (3) predicts an accompanyiing change in cyclovergence which is not present in the data because the transient divergence is probably just a mechanical detail, rather than a reflection of the real time--course of the vergence control signal (see Zee et al., 1992) . By fitting the appropriate parameters in the Zee et al. (1992) model, it may be possible to isolate the transient divergence component. We have made no attempt in this direction by lack of conjugate saccades matched in direction and size. Coil slippage in the torsional direction during the fast movement or between the calibration experiment and the vergence experiment may also create artifacts.
Coupled vergence and saccade latencies. Latencies differed strongly among subjects and showed considerable variability from trial to trial, but we noticed a strong coupling of the onset of vergence and saccadic movements in combined depth-direction refixations. This finding strongly supports the notion of a common initiation system. In the case of the saccadic system, it is generally acknowledged that omnidirectional pause neurons in the brainstem play an important role in the initiation of the movement. If these cells also affect the vergence system (Zee et al., 1992) , our finding of correlated onset latencies in the saccadic and vergence systems would be expected. In two out of four subjects we saw an increase in latency when version and vergence movements had to be combined. Findlay and Harris (1993) earlier showed that the requirement of a depth change may influence the latency of an eye movement. They found a linear increase in latency when the vergence part of the movement was enlarged. Our instruction did not emphasize timing aspects and this may have contributed to the different results among subjects. We did not instruct subjects to be fast, but merely to refixate the targets as precisely as possible.
Full-angle tilt of vergence angular velocity. With the theory of Tweed and Vilis (1987) in mind, we wondered how the implementation of cyclovergence during a pure vergence movement may be related to the control of tilting of the angular velocity axis. A saccadic eye movement can be described quite well as a rotation about a fixed axis that has a well defined orientation dependent on eye eccentricity. Vilis (1987, 1990) showed that, if the movement is to satisfy Listing's law, this axis should be tilted by half the angle between Listing's plane and the normal to the plane of regard, defined by begin and end points of the movement and the centre of the eye (see also Haustein, 1989) . By contrast, in our pure vergence data the tilt of the vergenee angular velocity axis is nearly twice as large and comes close to full-angle tilt (see Fig. 8 ). In other words, the angular velocity axis of the vergence contribution is perpendicular to the plane of regard, whereas the version angular velocity signal is tilted with half the eccentricity of the movement (see Fig. 9 ). This finding implies that a pure vergence movement can be described as the shortest path (great circle movement) in space coordinates. Saceadie movements can be seen as shortest path movements in a rotation vector space (Hepp, 1990) . Although the moment-to-moment position data fully determine the angular velocity axis (see Appendix) we think it is useful to discuss the angular velocity aspect of the data, since these theoretical implications would otherwise remain rather implicit. To illustrate these concepts schematically, Fig. 9 visualizes the tilt of the angular velocity axis in pure vergence movements [ Fig. 9(a) ] and in pure saccadic movements [ Fig. 9(b) ]. In both these movements, the displacement of the line of sight in the eye under consideration is identical, but the final position of the eye in 3D is different. In the case of a horizontal saccade in upgaze to a far away target, eye position exhibits no torsion. When the eye under consideration makes the same refixation under vergence control, it rotates about a different axis (full-angle tilt) which inevitably causes torsion depending on horizontal vergence and elevation. So while the line of sight is changed in the same way, the torsional state of the eye now depends on the position of the other eye.
Why full-angle tilt? For the sake of insight, it is interesting to consider briefly two alternative options for the control of vergence movements. What, for instance, would happen when the angular velocity axis in pure vergence would tilt with half the eccentricity just as in the saccadic system? In that case, Listing's law would also be valid in near vision, at least during a pure vergence movement. When the angular velocity axis would not be tilted at all, pure horizontal vergence would introduce torsion with a realistic amount of cyclovergence, but with a sign opposite to that of our data. Another consequence when the tilt is not full-angle is that the lines of sight of the two eyes do not intersect in near vision. Intersection of the lines of sight is an obvious requirement for binocular vision (Van Rijn & Van den Berg, 1993) and can be implemented if the vergence system has full-angle tilt (Minken et al., 1995) . Since we actually see full-angle tilt, the question arises whether this mechanism for controlling vergence may have further advantages which are not available to the alternative control strategies. In this context, the results obtained by Mok et al. (1992) seem relevant. They found that the tilt of the angular velocity axis during saccades is similar in the two eyes even in near vision. This supports the idea of a single conjugate controller for the saccadic system and argues against independent control of the movements in both eyes. The torsional vergence resulting from a near conjugate saccade can be understood qualitatively as follows. In a far-vision saccade, the proper amount of tilting, which depends upon eccentricity, is equal for the two eyes and ensures the implementation of Listing's law (Tweed & Vilis, 1990) . When the eyes are converged, a single saccadic controller cannot generate the appropriate tilt for Listing's law in each eye. The actual tilt, seen in the Mok et al. (1992) data, is a compromise between the different amounts of tilt required for the implementation of Listing's law in either eye. In the latter case, the eyes develop torsion in opposite directions as the tilt is too large for the left eye and too small for the right eye by equal amounts. The amount of torsion during a vertical saccade in near vision gradually increases during the movement, implying that the same relationship is valid both statically and dynamically (Mok et al., 1992) .
In this paper, we showed that-pure vergence movements can be described as single axis rotations in good approximation so that the amount of torsion increases linearly with horizontal vergence. Since the vergence angular velocity axis has full angle tilt with respect to elevation, a pure vergence movement will generate the same amount of cyclovergence as found by Mok et al. (1992) at the end of a vertical saccade in near vision, which implies that a binocular version of Donders' law will hold. In view of our results in a previous paper (Minken & Van Gisbergen, 1994) which match the Mok et al. (1992) data reasonably well, and the more direct demonstration by example in Fig. 6 , the idea of a binocular Donders' law seems reasonable. A feature of this particular control is that it prevents the eyes from accumulating torsion in repetitive movements.
Modeling 3D control of binocular eye movements
Position interaction. Mok et al. (1992) have proposed a scheme showing how the amount of torsion found in near vision may result from a nonlinear interaction at the level of position signals. In their model, the proposed nonlinear interaction between the position signals of the vergence and version system generates opposite torsion holding signals in the two eyes. In the next section we will discuss the alternative possibility that the interaction occurs more upstream, at the level of the pulse generators that supposedly control these systems (Mays et al., 1986; Zee et al., 1992) . As a way of introducing the velocity interaction model, we will first propose [see Fig. 10(a) ] how the basic idea behind the Mok et al. (1992) model can be extended to include the saccadic and vergence pulse generators proposed by Zee et al. (1992) . In what follows, we will denote this scheme as the positioninteraction model. Mok et al. (1992) did not discuss the velocity signals explicitly, but their inclusion in the extended scheme seems reasonable since burst cells encoding either saccadic or vergence velocity have been found in monkey (Mays et al., 1986) . The saccadic velocity signal in the model has half-angle tilt and is processed further by the nonlinear 3D neural integrator proposed by Tweed and Vilis (1987) . The nonlinear 3D version integrator, although not shown explicitly in their scheme, is required in the Mok et al. (1992) model to yield its saccadic position signal (q). The vergence velocity signal in the position-interaction model is purely horizontal and yields the vergence position signal in the Mok et al. (1992) model, which is also horizontal, by simple integration.
The position-interaction model [ Fig. 10(a) ] reflects the commonly held notion that the vergence and the conjugate system have separate integrators (see Zee et al., 1992; Mok et al., 1992) . It should be noted that Mok et al. (1992) placed the interaction between the saccadic and vergence control systems behind these integrators. The data of Mok et al. (1992) showed that the saccadic angular velocity axes of the two eyes are similar even in To implement the tilting in the version channel, this system requires information about the eccentricity of the cyclopean eye (not shown) but this process is thought to be independent of the state of the vergence system. Tilting in the vergence channel requires information about the elevation of gaze from the version channel (not shown). This means that the operation of the vergence system depends on the state of the version channel in contrast to the more independent version system. Notice also that the tilt rules in saccades and vergence are different [see Fig. 9 (a) and (b)]. In this model the tilted angular velocity signals of the systems are added and fed into the 3D neural integrator. The 3D integrator takes care of the implementation of torsion in near vision. The full-angle tilt with respect to elevation guarantees that the lines of sight intersect at all times. Because saccadic facilitation of vergence is thought to occur at the level of the vergence pulse generator (Zee et al., 1992) our scheme implies that torsional vergence is also facilitated, as the tilt of the angular velocity is behind this pulse generator. In our scheme positive interactions are denoted by filled arrows, negative interactions by open arrows. The saccadic signals interact positiw,'ly, but the vergence signals are positive for the right eye and negative for the left eye. Both models incorporate the ideas of Zee et al. (1992) about the temporal coordination of vergence and saccadic components.
near vision. This result indicates that the interaction of the saccadic and vergence control signals must occur after the saccadic pulse generator, but not necessarily after the neural integrator. In the following section, we discuss an alternative scheme which puts the interaction at the level of velocity signals and, as a consequence, abandons the notion of separate integrators. Velocity interaction. In ~this section we first concentrate on the basic rationale of the velocity-interaction model and postpone the discussion of its possible physiological basis (see Neurophysioliogical aspects). As in the position-interaction model, we assume that the control of binocular eye movements is implemented by a conjugate and a vergence system, each generating its own velocity command signal. The pulse generators of the version and vergence system [ Fig. 10(b) ] are relatively independent, but share the inhibition by the omnidirectional pause neurons, as proposed by Zee et al. (1992) . Whether, and how, these pulse generators are controlled by internal feedback will not concern us here. The saccadic pulse generator is assumed to be 2D while the vergence pulse generator is purely horizontal. In this arrangement the version pulse generator generates the pulse that displaces the cyclopean line of sight, thereby specifying the directional displacement of the bifoveal fixation point. The vergence pulse generator only specifies the desired change in vergence angle in oculocentric coordinates. As has been pointed out elsewhere for the case of the saccadic system (Tweed and Vilis, 1987) , however, a simple displacement-coding pulse will not yield realistic 3D eye positions. The same holds for the simple vergence pulse.
To solve this problem for the saccadic system, we adopted the Tweed and Vilis (1987) proposal for the implementation of 3D properties of eye movements in far vision. Accordingly, the saccadic pulse needs to be transformed into an angular velocity signal that is tilted by a half-angle rule [see Fig. 9(b) ]. Just like in the position-interaction model, this saccadic angular velocity is then fed into a 3D neural integrator that can deal with the non-commutative properties of rotations in three dimensions. Thus, our model incorporates the 3D saccadic controller of Tweed and Vilis (1987) together with their 3D nonlinear integrator. Although this concept has been challenged (Schnabolk & Raphan, 1994 ), a recent test of different models indicates that it is quite satisfactory for the description of three-dimensional phenomena (Tweed, Misslisch & Fetter, 1994) .
For the vergence system we used a similar control scheme, except that we now assume full-angle tilt [see Fig. 9(a) ]. Although the tilt in the present data was generally smaller (see Results), assuming full-angle tilt keeps the model simpler (see below). The key feature of the velocity-interaction model is that the nonlinear position interaction in the Mok et aL (1992) model is no longer needed if the summed angular velocity signals of version and vergence are processed by the nonlinear 3D integrator formerly assigned exclusively to the saccadic system. Accordingly, the velocity-interaction model proposes linear addition of the angular velocity vectors before or at the level of the shared nonlinear integrators. To be more precise, the arrangement we are proposing entails that the right eye is controlled by the vector sum of these two inputs while the left eye is driven by the difference velocity vector [ Fig. 9(c) ]. If the neural integrator is to function properly, it should produce a 3D holding signal that keeps each eye in its new position, once the binocular refixation has been executed. It appears that the Tweed and Vilis (1987) integrator, fed with the sum or difference angular velocity signal, introduces nearly the same torsion as predicted by the Mok et al. (1992) model. Adjustment of the amount of tilt, not only affects the amount of torsion at the output of the Tweed and Vilis (1987) integrator, but is also directly relevant for binocular fixation. As we noticed in an earlier paper (Minken et al., 1995) , full-angle tilt of the angular velocity axis (without vertical vergence) ensures intersection of the lines of sight in a pure vergence movement.
To test our model, we performed the simulation described in the Mok et al. (1992) paper (for details see Methods). In near vision (vergence 30 deg) a saccade is made from level (primary position) to 30 deg upward or downward. Apart from minor differences, overall we obtained the same results as Mok et al. (1992) . Another simulation concerned a pure vergence movement of 30 deg at 30 deg elevation. This movement yielded the same torsion as occurred at the end of the nearby saccade. The most critical test was a combined version-vergence movement. Also in this case we found that the model implemented a binocular version of Donders' law (even dynamically), just as our data suggest (Fig. 6) . We also varied the precise timing of onset of version and vergence with respect to each other, but this made no difference. Tweed (in preparation) has pointed out that the Mok et al. (1992) model cannot guarantee binocular fixation in eccentric positions. We have ascertained that our model does not have this problem (by comparing the elevation in Helmholtz-coordinates, for definition see Minken et al., 1995) , but this requires that the vergence angular velocity signal has full-angle tilt.
Neurophysiological aspects. The major motivation behind our model [ Fig. 10(b) ] was to explore whether it would be possible to extend the Zee et al. (1992) model by incorporating the ideas of Tweed and Vilis (1987) such that the system can implement the 3D properties of eye movements in far and near vision. The saccadic pulse generator in the model is thought to code initially a 2D velocity signal that is later transformed into the 3D angular velocity signal. This is compatible with the finding of Van Opstal, Hepp, Hess, Straumann and Henn (1991) who showed that the superior colliculus, which may embody this primitive pulse generator, is 2D rather than 3D. Vergence burst cells found in the midbrain (Mays et al., 1986 ) may be responsible for the vergence velocity signal in our model.
In Fig. 10(b) we show left and right eye angular velocity signals, although the existence of burst cells dedicated to either left or right eye has not been demonstrated conclusively (Mays & Gamlin, 1994) . Alternatively, the combination of version and vergence velocity may occur at the synapses of the neural integrator, in which case the signals O~R and tOL would not be carried by distinct neurons.
The neural integrators of the version and vergence system are generally thought to be separate but this belief has no firm experimental basis. To test this notion of dedicated integrators, it would be necessary to record from an integrator neuron while varying the position of each eye by using a variety of fixation points in both far and near space. McConville, Tomlinson, King, Paige and Na (1994) have found that position-vestibular-pause cells carry a uni-ocular position signal. This finding suggested to them the possibility of shared neural integrators, which notion is a key feature of our model. We are aware that our model does not account explicitly for the many connections that would be required to link our integrators to agonist and antagonist eye muscles. McConville et al. (1994) have called attention to the fact that these connections may cause bilateral deficits after a unilateral integrator lesion.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we showed that the dynamic control of cyclovergence during pure vergence movements can be predicted by the static relationships. The implementation of cyclovergence can be described as a rotation about a single axis that is tilted by full-angle, which deviates strongly from the half-angle tilt of the saccadic system.
A model featuring linear addition of vergence and version velocity signals fed into a nonlinear 3D neural integrator can account far the torsion behaviour of the eyes in both far and near vision. This model implements a binocular version of Donders' law which ensures that there is no accumulation of torsion.
